
 

 

Archery NI and Open Indoor Championships 2022 

Hosted by Muckamore Company of Archers  
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Scoring and Scorecards  

Qualification Round - scoring will be completed by athletes. One athlete 

records, on the official paper based score sheet, the scores of all other athletes 

on that target. At the same time, another athlete, on that same target, will 

enter all the scores of the athletes on that target Scorecards MUST be signed 

by both the athlete and the scorer, have all the totals mathematically correct 

with the 10s+Xs and X count fully completed. Any scorecards where the 10s+Xs 

and X count are not completed a “0” will be given for the total of 10s+Xs and X 

count for that athlete. Any score cards not signed or the score total is missing 

will result in disqualification. If an Arrow value has been altered by an athlete 

and not a judge the arrow value/s that have been altered will be zeroed as a 

consequence. 

Elimination Round – scoring will be completed by athletes. One athlete/team 

records the arrow values of both athletes/teams on the paper score sheet. 

While at the same time, the other athlete/team inputs the arrow values on 

paper. Both athletes/teams should verify that all scores are written and 

entered correctly before returning back to the shooting line. At the end of the 

match, the scorecard must be fully completed and signed by the athletes (or 

agent/judge in the case of finals) involved in the match. Any Arrow values 

changed by the athlete and not a judge this value will be zeroed as a 

consequence 

All results will be uploaded to Ianseo throughout the event. Should an archer 

identify and error or concern this should be raised to the TO or Chairman of 

Judges before the Awards are distributed or the next match has begun in 

eliminations. 

Scorecards should be filled in using Black or Blue ink. Athletes should not 

complete their scorecards using Red ink. 

Timing Systems  

 

DANAGE Timing equipment will be used for timing, except for in the finals 

where the Archery Clock timing control and scoreboard system will be used. 

 



 

 

 

Dress Regulations  

Athletes, and officials should wear the appropriate clothing having the correct 

appearance when on the field during competition. Open-toed shoes or 

camouflage clothing or accessories are not permitted.  

Athletes, uniforms and sports shoes should be following World Archery rules. 

 During finals with TV coverage, undershirts, compression shirts or sleeves may 

be used on condition that they match the colours of their shirt or are white. 

Under shirts and sleeve may include design, names or markings but the 

predominant colour should be white or the colour of the Shirt worn on top 

 

Meals  

Lunch will be served at the venue. There will be on site catering. A menu has 

been sent around to all archer. No breakfast or dinner will be served on site 

however there are plenty restaurants and cafes in the surrounding areas. 

 

Finals  

All elimination matches except the gold medal match will take place on the 

Field of Play. Gold Medal matches will be assigned a specific slot to take place 

on a finals field. Athletes who qualify to compete on the finals field will have 

the opportunity to nominate a Agent and a coach for the box.  

Athletes must complete the nomination form should they wish to provide an 

agent or a coach for their finals match. Should an Athlete not nominate an 

agent a member of Muckamore Company of Archers will act on their behalf.  

 

Titles 

All elimination match will run as a normal competition. The titles will be 

awarded on the finishing of the H2H Matches, if an Open Class archer and Ni 

Archer are competition in a final. The Ni Archer will win the NI Title and the 

Open class title will be determined by the conclusion of the match.  

 



 

 

 

Appeals  

Should an athlete wish to appeal a decision they should refer to the World 

Archery procedures  

https://extranet.worldarchery.sport/documents/index.php/?dir=77 

 

https://extranet.worldarchery.sport/documents/index.php/?dir=77

